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Test review for chapter 7 Ethinicity Learn with flashcards, games, and more â€” for free.

Who has been discriminated against more recently? Muslims Which are the biggest two ethnicities? Hispanic
and African American What are two scales in which an ethnicity can be clustered? Regional concentrations or
ethnicities in neighborhood within cities Where are hispanics mainly clustered? The west in California Where
are american indians mainly clustered? The southwest and plain states If in cities why are hispanics and
african americans clustered in urban areas? Has a lot of job oppurtunities like in Detroit, Michigan or New
York Why were people from Europe attracted to midwest cities?? After the industrial revolution people moved
for jobs What were 3 major African American migration flows? Forced - slavery, Immigration - went to the
north, Immigration - to ghettos; plus a 4 which was from north back to south mainly for jobs in Houston,
Memphis, Atlanta, Charlotte What is the route for the triangular slave trade? From Africa bringing clothes to
Caribbean Islands taking molasses to Europe bring gold along back to Africa After the Emacipation
Proclamation being issued, why did the slaves become sharecroppers and not go anywhere else? Machinery
took over in supply for the war In immigration to the north where did people go? Ferguson What caused the
white flight and how did it happen? Board of Education felt it unconstitutional for them to be separate and the
caused the whites to move out because the blacks were moving into their neighborhoods. Whites moved out of
detroit What was the conflict between the Faeroe islands and Greenland? What are examples of multiethnic
states? Yugoslavia and the US What is an example of a multinational state? Both became distinct because of
isolation Where are the nationalities in Russia clustered? On the border or in the center Where is Caucasus and
what are the 3 major ethnicities? Between the Black Sea and the Caspian sea, home to azeris, armenians and
georgians Why is there conflict in Caucasus? They turned it into communist ruling and forcibly ended disputes
but when they broke up conflicts became armed disputes What was the issue in Azerbaijan? Fought with
Armenians over land inside of Azerbaijan What is an example of a revival of ethnic identity? Minority was
tired of being dominated What was the conflict between Eritrea and Ethiopia? Religion There has been several
civil wars between the Arabs and Muslims What is the conflict in Somalia? People who consider themselves
separate and do things in secret What is an example of an ethnic clash? India and Pakistan Where has ethnic
cleansing occurred in Europe? Yugoslavia to rid of an entire ethnicity What caused the destruction of
Yugoslavia? When Tito died and rivalries resurfaced leading to a break up Who tried to ethnically cleanse the
Bosnian Muslims? Serbians in Kosovo Where was the ethnic cleansing in Cen. Rwanda What was the most
important unit in Africa called?
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AP Human Geography Chapter 7 test Wait just a minute here In order to access these resources, you will need to sign
in or register for the website (takes literally 1 minute!) and contribute 10 documents to the CourseNotes library.

3: Chapter 7: Religion - AP Human Geography
RUBENSTEIN, An Introduction to Human Geography, The Cultural Landscape Chapter 7 Ethnicity MULTIPLE CHOICE.
Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.
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Learn ap human geography chapter 7 with free interactive flashcards. Choose from different sets of ap human
geography chapter 7 flashcards on Quizlet.
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Ethnicity is important because A) it provides the only stable basis of political states. B) it opposes nationalism. C) it
promotes peace. D) it is a bulwark for diversity in the face of the globalization Read more.
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_____ The idea that a religion should return to the foundation of the faith and that the religion should influence laws of
the state.

7: Chapter 7 Human Geography - ProProfs Quiz
AP HUMAN GEOGRAPHY CHAPTER 7: ETHNICITY FREE RESPONSE QUESTION Ethnicity plays a key role in the
unity or breakâ€‘up of any state.

8: Free AP Human Geography Flashcards about AP Human Ch. 7 Vocab
AP Human Geography [Type the document title] [Type the document subtitle] Seth Adler [Pick the date] Seth Adler 1 a.
Ethnicity - Identity with a group of people who share the cultural traditions of a.

9: Top AP Human Geography Quizzes, Trivia, Questions & Answers - ProProfs Quizzes
Racism Test In this test, you will see items that represent African American children, European American children,
pleasant words, and unpleasant www.enganchecubano.com each item appears, you will be asked to make responses
on the left or right side as quickly as possible.
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